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Preface

The UCL Press FRINGE series presents work related to the themes of the
UCL FRINGE Centre for the Study of Social and Cultural Complexity.
The FRINGE series is a platform for cross-disciplinary analysis and
the development of ‘area studies without borders’. ‘FRINGE’ is an acronym
standing for Fluidity, Resistance, Invisibility, Neutrality, Grey zones and
Elusiveness – categories fundamental to the themes that the Centre
supports. The oxymoron in the notion of a ‘FRINGE CENTRE’ expresses
our interest in (1) the tensions between ‘area studies’ and more traditional
academic disciplines; and (2) social, political and cultural trajectories
from ‘centres to fringes’ and inversely from ‘fringes to centres’.
The series pursues an innovative understanding of the significance
of fringes: rather than taking ‘fringe areas’ to designate the world’s
peripheries or non-mainstream subject matters (as in ‘fringe politics’ or
‘fringe theatre’), we are committed to exploring the patterns of social and
cultural complexity characteristic of fringes and emerging from the areas
we research. We aim to develop forms of analysis of those elements of
complexity that are resistant to articulation, visualization or measurement.
The present volume approaches conceptions of the Russianlanguage literary diaspora in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries
with an emphasis on working ‘up’ from particular texts and case studies
rather than ‘down’ from preconceived models of diasporic literature.
Both older, hierarchical models that posit diasporas as peripheries to a
homeland rendered inaccessible, and more recent conceptions, which
emphasize the multiplicity of decentred, fluid, hybridized identities,
imply particular assumptions about diasporic texts. Notions of nostalgia,
preservation or restoration, creative transformation and so on become
baked into the analytic model. This volume puts such notions under
critical review by examining the ways such models relate to or have been
generated by particular texts and authors.
Alena Ledeneva and Peter Zusi,
School of Slavonic and East European Studies, UCL
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3
Rewriting the Russian literary
tradition of prophecy in
the diaspora: Bunin, Nabokov
and Viacheslav Ivanov
Pamela Davidson

Не устрашуся гибели,
Ни копий, ни стрел дождей, –
Так говорит по Библии
Пророк Есенин Сергей.
I shall not fear destruction,
Nor spears, nor rains of arrows, –
Thus speaks, as the Bible,
The prophet Esenin Sergei.1
Esenin, 1918
Миссия, именно миссия, тяжкая, но и высокая, возложена
судьбой на нас.
A mission, precisely a mission, a hard but also a lofty one, has been
laid upon us by fate.
Bunin, 1924
‘Ты, Елисей?’
Я поклонился. Пророк цокнул языком, потирая ладонью смуглую
лысину:
‘Колесо потерял. Отыщи-ка.’
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‘That you, Elisha?’
I bowed. The prophet clucked his tongue, scratching the while his
bald brown spot.
‘Lost a wheel. Find it for me, will you?’
Nabokov, 1924
Вновь арок древних верный пилигрим,
В мой поздний час вечерним ‘Ave, Roma’
Приветствую как свод родного дома,
Тебя, скитаний пристань, вечный Рим.
Again, true pilgrim of your vaulted past,
I greet you, as my own ancestral home,
With evening ‘Ave Roma’ at the last
You, wanderers’ retreat, eternal Rome.
Ivanov, 1924

This chapter explores a question of central relevance to the development
of Russian literature in the diaspora. How did émigré writers relate to the
well-established national tradition of literature as prophecy after the
Revolution, when they found themselves displaced from their homeland?
Perpetuated by generations of writers, readers and critics, the cult
of the writer as a figure of prophetic authority is widely recognized as
one of the most distinctive and persistent tropes of Russian literature,
setting it apart from other national literatures.2 Although commonly
associated with Pushkin and his generation, its literary roots go back
much earlier, to two colourful churchmen in the second half of the
seventeenth century. The learned Belorussian monk Simeon Polotsky
(1629–80) became Russia’s first professional court poet, while his
vigorous opponent, the Old Believer archpriest Avvakum (1620–82),
created an alternative model of prophetic authority, based on dissent and
opposition rather than support of state and Church.3 Simeon’s influence
dominated throughout the eighteenth century, but was supplanted by
Avvakum’s confrontational model in the second half of the nineteenth
century, following the publication of his ground-breaking Life in 1861.
Tellingly, when Iurii Nagibin assembled his short stories about writers
in 1990, he included his tale about Avvakum (1974) in second place and
chose the title Prorok budet sozzhen (The prophet will be burned) to
characterize all the authors covered in the volume.4
Sustained by faith in the power of the word and dedicated to a
national messianic mission, the image of the writer-prophet has generated
a strong sense of unified literary tradition. Far from being a single,
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homogeneous entity, however, it is a remarkably flexible multifaceted
construct, serving quite different agendas and aspirations. Its very
elasticity has informed its central role as a driving force in the dynamics
of cultural memory. It has acted as a potent force, easily manipulated by
writers and the reading public, and capable of leading to various excesses.
As Kundera reminds us, ‘Metaphors are dangerous. Metaphors are not to
be trifled with.’5
Given the powerful influence of this trope, it is of particular interest
to examine how it was taken up by the first wave of émigré writers when
they were faced with the double loss of their homeland – first through
political revolution, then through emigration.6 Did removal from the
native land strengthen or weaken its importance? What, if anything,
changed? What strategies were adopted by those who wished to maintain
it? How did these developments relate to treatments of prophecy in
post-revolutionary Russia? What role was played by religious belief?
At the root of these questions lies a bigger one. What is the relationship
between literary tradition, national identity and geographical location?
Or, put another way, can a metaphor which has traditionally upheld the
‘national’ mission of a country’s literature and set itself up in relation to
the twin authorities of state and Church survive outside the homeland?
If so, what happens to it and the literature it represents? Can the national
become transnational?
Those émigrés who saw themselves and their work as an integral
part or extension of the ‘home’ tradition most commonly invoked the
prophetic mission of Russian literature. They were usually – but not
always – members of the older generation, born in the 1860s to 1880s,
and therefore in their thirties, forties or fifties at the time of the Revolution.
Merezhkovsky (1865–1941), Viacheslav Ivanov (1866–1949), Shestov
(1866–1938) and Gippius (1869–1945) were all born in the 1860s. Bunin
(1870–1953), Sergei Bulgakov (1871–1944), Shmelev (1873–1950),
Berdyaev (1874–1948), Remizov (1877–1957) and Osorgin (1878–1942)
were born in the 1870s, followed by Zaitsev (1881–1972) and Khodasevich
(1886–1939) in the 1880s. All these writers had completed their
intellectual formation well before 1917. They had absorbed the prophetic
ideas of Dostoevsky and Vladimir Solovyov into the heady, apocalyptic
mood of the Silver Age and read the revolutions of 1905 and 1917 as the
fulfilment of earlier prophecies. Naturally, they carried this legacy with
them into emigration. They saw themselves as the guardians of this
heritage, with a duty to transmit it to the next generation. Alongside the
desire to preserve continuity with the past, they were also determined
to create a new voice, distinct from the politically coloured messianic
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treatments of the Revolution emerging in Russia. Adopting (and adapting)
the language of prophecy played an important function in maintaining
the sense of a unified literary tradition, given direction by a common goal.
It also catered to what Brodsky defined as the émigré writer’s central
concern: the ‘quest for significance’.7
By contrast, émigré writers of the younger generation, born in the
mid to late 1890s or early 1900s, were in their early twenties or even
younger when they arrived in Europe and began to establish their literary
reputations. Although authors like Otsup (1894–1958), Odoevtseva
(1895–1990), Nabokov (1899–1977), Berberova (1901–93), Gazdanov
(1903–71), Poplavsky (1903–35), Osorgina-Bakunina (1904–95),
Ianovsky (1906–89), Varshavsky (1906–78) and Shteiger (1907–44)
did not start from a clean slate, they were less burdened by pre-existent
beliefs and expectations. Nor were they always willing to have these
foisted upon them by the older generation. Rather than picking up
the baggage of their elders, many of them preferred to satisfy their
‘quest for significance’ by building links with the host culture. As a
result, they tended to underplay or subvert their relation to the native
tradition. The close links between the work of the interwar writers of
the Russian Montparnasse and their European contemporaries analysed
by Maria Rubins in her illuminating book provide compelling examples
of this trend.8
Émigré attitudes to the notion of the prophetic mission of Russian
writers therefore coalesced around the struggle between different
generations – always a powerful driving force in the dynamics of
literary development, as noted by Tynianov. To illustrate this point, I shall
consider three contrasting treatments of prophecy from 1924. I have
chosen this year as a common denominator because it was a significant
point of transition. Seven years after the Revolution, émigré life was
beginning to assume a more settled form and a distinct identity.9
Lenin’s death in January marked the end of the first period of the
Bolshevik experiment and invited reflection on future directions. The
selected examples are drawn from three different cities and literary
genres: Paris, where Bunin delivered a public lecture; Berlin, where
Nabokov wrote a short story; and Rome, where Viacheslav Ivanov
composed a cycle of sonnets. After comparing these responses, I will
focus more closely on Ivanov’s case. His example is an interesting one,
I believe, as it reveals a sustained attempt, prompted by the diasporic
condition, to inscribe the national tradition of prophecy into a new
transnational context. In particular, I would like to test Nikita Struve’s
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claim that Ivanov offers the best example among émigré writers of
cultural symbiosis with Europe.10
First, however, a preliminary observation about the significance of
the different terms used by these authors to describe the condition of
emigration. The Russian-derived izgnanie (exile) puts the emphasis
squarely on the idea of coerced expulsion from the motherland. The
Latin-based emigratsiia (emigration) is more neutral, assuming the
possibility of voluntary migration. Both terms define their members in
relation to the place which they have left (IZ-gnanie / E-migratsiia) (EX-ile /
E-migration). The same point can be made about words like bezhentsy
(refugees) or zarubezhnyi (foreign). The Greek term diaspora, by contrast,
focuses on the population of the new location. Its derivation from the verb
σπείρω (speirō) (to scatter, to sow) lends itself to two readings: a neutral
or negative one, associated with dispersion, and a positive one associated
with sowing. These different uses, introduced into the Septuagint
translation of the Hebrew Bible, are preserved in the Church Slavonic
and Russian translations ras-seianie (dispersion). Before the Israelites
enter the Promised Land, Moses warns them of the curses that will befall
them if they fail to observe the divine commandments. The list includes
the punishment of ‘dispersion’ or ‘being removed’ (זַ ֲע ֔ ָוה, za’avah, translated
as διασπορᾷ, diaspora) to all the kingdoms of the earth.11 This warning
is reiterated in the prophetic books, most frequently by Jeremiah, who
foretold the Babylonian exile.12 In this context ‘diaspora’ carries the
negative connotation of punishment. In the scriptural narrative, however,
the ‘punishment’ of exile is but a stage on the way to redemption. Hence
the second positive meaning, where ‘scattering’ becomes a form of ‘sowing’
for the future. This is the context in which the term ‘diaspora’ occurs in
the Septuagint’s version of Psalm 146 (147):2. In this song of praise, the
psalmist exclaims, ‘The Lord rebuilds Jerusalem, and gathers the dispersed
of Israel’ (ִדְחי
֖ ֵ נ, nidhei, also translated as διασπορᾷ, diaspora).13 The vision
of Jerusalem rebuilt marks not so much a geographical location as
the creation of a community united in faith. Thus, the term ‘diaspora’ is
associated not just with the historical fact of geographical displacement,
but also with the goal of a spiritual homeland to be regained.
As far as I am aware, apart from Viacheslav Ivanov and Iurii
Terapiano, Russian émigrés of the first wave did not generally use the
term ‘diaspora’.14 They did, however, often apply the idea embodied in
its biblical usage to their own situation. The Bible’s understanding
of the dual purpose of exile (corrective and redemptive) offered a clear
framework for reviving the writer’s prophetic message outside Russia.
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Early prophetic readings of the Revolution in Russia
Émigré writers developed a range of approaches to the prophetic
tradition, prompted by its current manifestations in Russia as well as by
its past history. To contextualize their responses, this section discusses a
range of influential early readings of the Revolution in Russia.15 Bunin’s
speech on the mission of the Russian emigration was clearly designed to
counter some of these texts.
The pre-revolutionary Russian prophetic tradition took shape in
relation to three main sources of power: state, Church and narod (people,
nation). Some writers developed a prophetic voice in support of the
ruling institutions (this approach dominated from Simeon Polotsky
to Derzhavin). Others used the same voice to challenge these powers
(Radishchev, for example, followed by the Decembrists and the radicals
of the 1860s and 1870s); in compensation for the loss of support from
the state or the Church, oppositional writers often sought or claimed
validation by the narod. These different relationships were reinvigorated
at the turn of the century under the influence of Vladimir Solovyov’s
belief in the theurgic and transformative properties of art. Although
grounded in aesthetics, this empowering belief and its impact on the
cult of zhiznetvorchestvo (life-creation) had strong religious and
political ramifications, usually directed against the existing regime.
Not surprisingly, the dissident dimension acquired a fresh intensity in the
aftermath of the revolutions of 1905 and 1917.16
Several writers greeted the revolutions of 1917 as the realization
of earlier prophecies, often building up a chain of ‘predecessors’ to
buttress their own views. After the February uprising, for example,
Viacheslav Ivanov recalled Khomiakov’s prophetic warnings about the
need for the state to build good relations with the narod. In a letter of
July 1917, he took issue with Florensky’s critique of the Slavophile
philosopher, arguing that Khomiakov had delivered a timely ‘prophetic
warning’ to the old regime, outlining the choice it faced: ‘transcendentism
towards the narod’ would lead to its collapse, while a policy of ‘carefully
conducted immanentism, as an education to freedom’ would ensure
its survival. The February Revolution was a direct result of the state’s
failure to heed his prophecy: ‘И вот, наша несчастная родина почти
гибнет от того, что пророки втуне пророчествовали’17 (And now, our
poor motherland is almost perishing because its prophets prophesied
in vain). This presentation of Khomiakov’s views chimed well with
Ivanov’s long-standing desire to connect with the narod by creating new
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forms of ‘bol’shoe, vsenarodnoe iskusstvo’ (great, universal art) through
myth and symbol.18
Revolution was therefore read both as the fulfilment of past
predictions and as the prelude to a radiant future. Both approaches
required the adoption of a prophetic voice. Poetry, which commanded
a particular authority through its close association with prophecy,
assumed a leading role in articulating initial responses to the upheavals
of 1917. Voloshin, for example, in his collection of poems on war and
revolution, Demony glukhonemye (Deaf-mute demons), published first in
Kharkov (1919), then in Berlin (1923), followed Avvakum in presenting
Russia’s suffering at the hands of Satan as a God-given means of national
purification.
The poema (long narrative poem), linked to the treatment of
moments of historical transformation since Pushkin’s ‘Mednyi Vsadnik’
(The bronze horseman), enjoyed a revival of popularity in this context. In
the spring of 1918, Ivanov-Razumnik, the editor of the literary section of
the newspaper of the Left Socialist Revolutionaries, published three long
poems about the Revolution in Znamia Truda (The banner of labour).
Blok’s ‘Dvenadtsat’’ (The twelve), composed in January 1918, appeared
on 3 March, followed by Bely’s ‘Khristos voskres’ (Christ is risen), written
in April and printed on 12 May. Both works juxtaposed the Revolution
with the figure of Christ, but in different ways. Blok’s poem follows
the relentless forward march ‘without a cross’ of 12 destructive Red
Guardsmen. At the very end of the poem, Christ appears in front of them;
whether he is leading them or, as Voloshin claimed, being shot at by them,
is left unclear.19 Bely’s poem reverses the order, opening with the crucifixion
of Christ and closing with scenes from the Revolution. Both works invite
a prophetic reading of recent events in the light of messianic Christianity.
A week later, on 19 May, extracts from Esenin’s earlier poema
‘Inoniia’ (Otherland), conceived at the end of 1917 and completed in
January 1918, also appeared in Znamia Truda. Raised by a religious
grandmother in a peasant family, Esenin knew the Bible and Russian
folklore intimately. In his adoption of a prophetic voice he was much
more direct than Blok and Bely, but also far more heretical. After
dedicating his work to Jeremiah, he introduced himself in the first
quatrain as ‘the prophet Esenin Sergei’:
Не устрашуся гибели,
Ни копий, ни стрел дождей, –
Так говорит по Библии
Пророк Есенин Сергей.20
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I do not fear destruction,
Nor spears, nor rains of arrows, –
Thus speaks, as the Bible,
The prophet Esenin Sergei.
The self-appointed prophet begins with a demonstrative rejection of
traditional Christianity. He spits the body of Christ out of his mouth and
declares that he will tear God’s beard out with his teeth. He then promises
to give the narod the utopian city of Inoniia:
Обещаю вам град Инонию,
Где живет Божество живых!21
I promise you the city of Otherland
Where the God of the living lives!
The final section ends with a joyful song to the ‘new faith, without a
cross and suffering’; in this reborn Zion and Nazareth, man, not God,
determines the truth:
Наша вера – в силе.
Наша правда – в нас!22
Our faith is in strength.
Our truth is in us!
‘Inoniia’ provoked as much controversy as Blok’s ‘Dvenadtsat’’. Ignoring
the question of its aesthetic merits, critics argued endlessly about
its political and religious orientation – was it pro- or anti-Bolshevik,
Christian, pagan or atheist?23 To clarify these polemics, Ivanov-Razumnik
wrote a long essay, ‘Rossiia i Inoniia’ (Russia and Otherland), presenting
all three narrative poems in the light of his own political ideal, based
on a new synthesis of socialism and reformed Christianity. He first
published his essay in 1918 alongside Bely’s and Esenin’s poems in
Nash put’ (Our way), the journal of the Left Socialist Revolutionaries
which he edited.24 In 1920 he reprinted the same three texts in book form
in Berlin, leading to a fresh round of debate among émigré readers.25
To lend authority to his own views, Ivanov-Razumnik set his
‘supporting’ poems within the Russian literary tradition of prophecy:
‘Поэмы Блока, Есенина, Белого – поэмы “пророческие”, поскольку
каждый подлинный поэт есть “пророк”. И все истинные поэты всех
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времен – всегда были “пророками” вселенской идеи своего времени,
всегда через настоящее провидели в будущем Инонию’26 (The long
poems of Blok, Esenin and Bely are ‘prophetic’ poems because every
genuine poet is a ‘prophet’. And all true poets of all times have always
been ‘prophets’ of the universal idea of their time, they have always
seen through the present to Otherland in the future). To forestall the
objections of ‘naïve people’ to Esenin’s self-designation as a prophet,
Ivanov-Razumnik cited Pushkin’s ‘Prorok’ (The prophet) as ‘proof’ and
ultimate justification of this claim. A great distance lies between Esenin
and Pushkin, but it is no greater than the distance between Pushkin
and the prophet Isaiah, whose account of the seraph touching his lips
with a burning coal is quoted at length (Isa. 6:1–2, 5–13). Although the
voices of contemporary poets are undeniably weaker than the biblical
prophet’s word, they too must be heard.27
Ivanov-Razumnik’s astonishing disregard for the profound
difference between prophets and poets was driven by his desire to gain
support for his own views. He repeats Isaiah’s warning about those who
have ears but cannot hear (Isa. 6:10) to rebut the ‘enfeebled members
of the intelligentsia’ who cry out from the underworld that ‘Russia has
perished’ and fail to recognize its rebirth in the world of ‘Inoniia’ with
its ‘god of the living’.28 Given such forms of resistance, achieving the
promised ideal will require a long period of struggle. The concluding
part of the essay pointedly recalls the ‘great prophet-poet’ Goethe,
who warned in Faust Part II of the Pygmies who tried to sabotage the
transformation of the world by Seismos.29
The mechanism at work here is quite clear. First, the critic enlists
poetry in support of his messianic ideal of political transformation.
Then, to legitimize this ideal, he places the chosen texts (Bely, Blok and
Esenin) within a ‘validating’ prophetic tradition, stretching back through
its ‘founding father’ (Pushkin) to the original biblical precedent (Isaiah)
and taking in a major European poet-prophet (Goethe) along the way.
The resulting essay is a remarkable piece of persuasive rhetoric, a heady
mix of revamped religion and political idealism, couched in the language
of prophecy.
Other writers appropriated the same language but desacralized it.
As had already happened in Russia during the 1860s, messianic ideals of
religious origin were translated into secular political ideals. Building on
their pre-war experiments in modernist innovation, the Futurists took up
the Symbolists’ faith in the theurgic power of the word and applied it to
their own brand of earthly utopianism. With its firm focus on forging a
glorious future, the Bolshevik project was well suited to this approach,
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pioneered by Maiakovsky. In his response to the February Revolution,
‘Revoliutsiia: Poetokhronika’ (Revolution: A poem-chronicle) (17 April
1917), after proclaiming the rebels’ rejection of God (‘Нам / До Бога /
Дело какое?’ (What do we need God for?)), he announced their new
prophetic mission:
Новые несем земле скрижали
с нашего серого Синая.30
We carry new tablets to earth
From our grey Sinai.
In the original draft, Maiakovsky alluded even more explicitly to his
rewriting of the old tradition of prophecy. After announcing the creation
of a new religion (‘Днесь созидается религия иная’ (Today another
religion is being created)), he first wrote:
Сегодня скрижали нового пророчества
сносим с нашего закоптелого Синая.31
Today we carry down from our sooty Sinai
the tablets of the new prophecy.
The old ‘sooty Sinai’ refers to Russia’s long-standing prophetic history,
now to be dusted down and renewed through a fresh covenant.
In ‘My idem’ (We march), written at the end of 1918 and first
published in 1919, Maiakovsky continued to speak fervently for the
‘разносчики новой веры, / красоте задающей железный тон’ (bearers
of the new faith, / that sets an iron tone for beauty).32 Within a few years,
however, he had lost faith in this new direction and satirized it in
‘O poetakh’ (On poets) (1923). The epigraph paraphrasing the divine
command from the end of Pushkin’s ‘Prorok’ – ‘Глаголом жги сердца
людей’ (With the word burn the hearts of people) – signals his ironic
attitude to the misappropriation of this injunction:
Всем товарищам по ремеслу:
несколько идей
о ‘прожигании глаголами сердец людей’.
To all fellow craftsmen:
A few ideas
About ‘burning the hearts of people with words’.
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He conjures up a grotesque picture of some twenty thousand poets, bent
over their work, striving to carry out this command:
От жизни сидячей высохли в жгут.
Изголодались.
С локтями голыми.
Но денно и нощно
жгут и жгут
сердца неповинных людей ‘глаголами’.
Написал.
Готово.
Спрашивается – прожёг?
Прожёг!
И сердце и даже бок.
Только поймут ли поэтические стада,
что сердца
сгорают –
исключительно со стыда.33
From a lifetime of sitting they’ve dried up into wisps.
They’re starving.
With bare elbows.
But day and night
they burn and burn
the hearts of innocent people ‘with words’.
He’s finished writing.
It’s ready.
The question is – did he burn them?
He did!
Both the heart and even the flank.
Only will the poetic herds understand
That hearts
Burn out –
Only from shame.
The hack prophets and ‘poetic herds’ have missed the point. As indicated
by the reference to shame, the starting point of Isaiah’s prophetic vocation
was the awareness that he was ‘a man of unclean lips’, dwelling ‘among
a people of unclean lips’ (Isa. 6:5). To be meaningful, the prophetic
tradition must be grounded in an understanding of the moral underpinnings of speech; the mechanical repetition of messages couched in the
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external language of prophecy is an absurdity, well captured in the
‘recipe’ for prophetic verse which concludes the satire.
With his reference to the ‘poetic herds’, Maiakovsky touched on the
crucial role of the prophet’s need for an audience. The same problem
was raised on a deeper level by the mystically inclined Futurist, Velimir
Khlebnikov. Towards the end of his short life he was deeply engrossed
in composing ‘Doski sud’by’ (Tables of fate), constructing elaborate
historical prophecies based on numerology. In ‘Odinokii litsedei’ (The
lone performer) (1921–2), he lamented the prophet’s isolation and lack
of audience. The poem opens with a tired and lonely actor, who drags
himself through a wilderness like Pushkin’s ‘Prorok’: ‘Как сонный труп,
влачился по пустыне’ (Like a sleepy corpse, I dragged myself through a
wilderness). This blind seer confronts and overcomes a Minotaur-like
monster. When he holds its head up in front of the crowd, however,
nobody can see him; new eyes must be sown for the ‘воин истины’
(warrior of truth) to be visible:
И с ужасом
Я понял, что я никем не видим,
Что нужно сеять очи,
Что должен сеятель очей идти!34
And with horror
I understood that I was seen by no one,
That it was necessary to sow eyes,
That a sower of eyes must come forth!
From the mid-1920s onwards, writers who remained in Russia came under
the increasingly centralized control of the state and its ideology. They tried
to deal with the problem of being ‘seen’ and understood in different ways.
As Zamiatin observed in his prescient essay ‘Ia boius’’ (I am afraid) (1921),
the ‘nimble’ (iurkie) new court poets (members of Proletkult and certain
Futurists) learned how to adapt and survive, while the ‘non-nimble’
(including Blok and Bely) fell silent. If this state of affairs continued, he
concluded, the only future of Russian literature would be its past.35
By 1924, the first wave of prophetic responses to the Revolution had
dried up. In the same year, countering the relentless forward march to
the glorious future, Akhmatova composed ‘Lotova zhena’ (Lot’s wife), a
poignant tribute to the woman whose backward glance cost her her life.36
The notion of writers as engineers of the human soul popularized
by Stalin and Zhdanov in the early 1930s was a direct outgrowth of the
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pre-revolutionary view of the prophetic mission of literature, harnessed
in support of the state. For those who did not wish to play this role,
silence, exile or repression was the likely outcome. Difficulties also
faced those who tried to toe the party line. Soon after the Revolution
the peasant poet Nikolai Kliuev wrote a cycle of prophetic poems in praise
of Lenin; in 1921 he bound them in a booklet, inscribed it with a personal
dedication to the leader and had it delivered to the Kremlin.37 But by
the summer of 1924 he was already complaining to Esenin and a friend
about being forced to produce ideologically driven optimistic verse;
significantly, the two examples he cited to ridicule this requirement were
both dissenting prophets burnt at the stake (the Czech reformation
preacher Jan Hus and Avvakum). As his friend noted in his diary: ‘Клюев
жалуется, что его заставляют писать “веселые песни”, а это, говорит,
все равно что Иоанна Гуса заставить в Кельнском соборе плясать
трепака или протопопа Аввакума на костре петь “Интернационал”.
Кстати, Аввакума он числит в ряду своих предков’38 (Kliuev complains
that he is being forced to write ‘jolly songs’ and this, he says, is tantamount
to forcing Jan Hus to dance a trepak in Cologne cathedral, or Avvakum
to sing ‘The Internationale’ at the stake. By the way, he counts Avvakum
among his ancestors.).
By the end of the decade, Kliuev had expressed shame over his cycle
of poems to Lenin:
Я книжку <‘Ленин’> намарал,
В ней мошкара и жуть болота.
…
И не сковать по мне гвоздя,
Чтобы повесить стыд на двери!..
В художнике, как в лицемере,
Гнездятся тысячи личин[.]39
I scribbled the booklet [‘Lenin’],
It is full of midges and the terror of the swamp.
…
And no nail can be forged for me
To hang my shame on the door!..
In the artist, like a hypocrite,
Lodge a thousand masks[.]
In the summer of 1934, from exile, he composed the poema ‘Kreml’’
(Kremlin), an ambivalent address to the seat of power, replete with
echoes of Pushkin’s ‘Prorok’.40
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In sum, therefore, as demonstrated by these examples, writers
who remained in Russia after 1917 continued to develop the existing
prophetic tradition with renewed vigour. As before, invoking different
predecessors, they pulled it in contradictory directions: to serve the
state or to oppose it, to promote or to undermine a religious approach
to historical change, to gather supporters or to lament the lack of
an audience. The genre of poetry (short and long) remained the
most authoritative, supplemented by a blend of literary commentary
and political feuilleton. Satire and irony were deployed alongside
messianic seriousness. This complex medley of voices and different
ways of performing the role was the background against which émigré
writers negotiated their approach to the tradition. Like their counterparts in Russia, they also faced the problem of finding a receptive
audience. As we shall see in the next sections, Bunin, Nabokov and Ivanov
tackled this challenge in different ways.

Bunin’s ‘Missiia russkoi emigratsii’ (The mission
of the Russian emigration)
My first example comes from a member of the older generation. On
16 February 1924 Bunin delivered his famous speech ‘Missiia russkoi
emigratsii’ at a large gathering convened in Paris’s Salle de Géographie
– a fitting venue for a geographically displaced population coming
together to define its mission.41 Bunin gave the opening address, followed
by five other speakers, including Merezhkovsky and Shmelev.42
Addressing his audience as ‘sootechestvenniki’ (compatriots), i.e. as
members of a single common fatherland, Bunin began by describing
them as ‘emigranty’ (émigrés), not ‘izgnanniki’ (exiles): ‘Мы эмигранты,
– слово “émigrer” к нам подходит, как нельзя более. Мы в огромном
большинстве своем не изгнанники, а именно эмигранты, то есть
люди, добровольно покинувшие родину’43 (We are émigrés – the
word ‘émigrer’ suits us better than anything else. In our overwhelming
majority we are not exiles, but precisely émigrés, that is to say people
who have voluntarily left their homeland). Why did this distinction
matter? Because voluntary emigration implies a sense of mission.
In defining this term, Bunin turned to a French dictionary, evidently
because it linked the idea of mission with power: ‘Миссия – это
звучит возвышенно. Но мы взяли и это слово вполне сознательно,
памятуя его точный смысл. Во французских толковых словарях
сказано: “миссия есть власть (pouvoir), данная делегату идти делать
что-нибудь”… . Миссия, именно миссия, тяжкая, но и высокая,
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возложена судьбой на нас’44 (A mission – this sounds elevated. But we
have also chosen this word quite deliberately, remembering its exact
meaning. In French explanatory dictionaries, it says: ‘a mission is the
power (pouvoir) delegated to someone to go and do something’ … . A
mission, precisely a mission, a hard but also a lofty one, has been laid
upon us by fate).
His essential point was quite simple – the émigré ‘mission’ is the
‘non-acceptance’ (‘nepriiatie’) of the Bolshevik regime, which he
condemns in the roundest terms, together with its recently deceased
leader. To lend authority and passion to his message, he frames the
mission of the Russian diaspora in the context of the prophetic tradition,
saturating his speech with biblical images. He compares the millions of
Russian souls in emigration to the Exodus of the Jews, suffering all the
Egyptian plagues. He reads recent Russian history as the fulfilment of
Joseph’s prophetic explanation of Pharaoh’s dream about the seven lean
cows who eat up the seven fat cows but do not become any fatter. He
deplores the destruction of Moses’s tablets at Sinai and of Jesus’s Sermon
on the Mount, now replaced by Lenin’s ‘seven commandments’. ‘Moral
foundations’ have been shaken, the world is like Tyre and Sidon, Sodom
and Gomorrah.45 The Bolshevik regime has given the crowds a golden
calf to worship instead of God. Lenin on his ‘bloody throne’ is likened to
the Babylonian king Nebuchadnezzar. The Russian Cain must be hated,
for the holy city of St Peter has been renamed Leningrad. Divine wrath
will fall on all the ‘Leningrads’, just as it destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah.
At the end of his speech, Bunin invokes something even greater than
Russia – God and his soul – reminding his audience that a loyal Jew
would never abandon the faith of his fathers. His message – delivered on
French soil – was intended for a broad audience. As he explained, the
Bolsheviks’ internationalist agenda provoked ‘a truly biblical fear, not
just for Russia but also for Europe’.46
After all this rousing rhetoric, the actual content of the proposed
mission (‘non-acceptance’ of the new regime) seems somewhat
inadequate.47 Given the fundamentally Christian nature of Bunin’s
vision of suffering Russia, one might well also wonder why he uses so
many images from Hebrew scriptures. The answer is twofold. First, to
assume the authoritative voice of the biblical prophet, he needed to tap
into the well-established trope of Russia as the new Israel (he had already
done this in verse written before and after the Revolution, before his
emigration).48 Second, as an effective strategy to rebut the messianic
readings of the Russian Revolution discussed in the previous section, he
took up the language of prophecy and redeployed it against the very
poets and critics who had misused it, peppering his speech with scathing
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quotations from Esenin’s ‘Inoniia’, Blok’s ‘Dvenadtsat’’ and Mariengof’s
verse.49 His focus on the Hebrew prophets resonated with his antipathy
to these poets’ facile blending of the Revolution with Christ. The message
was blunt: all these constructions, together with the Revolution, were
to be rejected; it was high time to abandon ‘this heartless and abusive
word game, this political rhetoric, these literary vulgarities’.50 In other
words, his argument was not just with the Revolution as a political
phenomenon – it was also with its literary representations.51
In a follow-up essay, ‘Inoniia i Kitezh’ (Otherworld and Kitezh)
(1925), Bunin expressed his contempt for such poets even more
forcefully. After quoting the same lines from Esenin, Blok and Mariengof,
as well as verses by Bely, Maiakovsky and the proletarian poet Gerasimov,
he pauses to ask whether it is in fact worth paying any attention to
these hackneyed old forms of ‘missionism’ (missianstvo). Unfortunately,
it is necessary, he concludes, because these texts are treated so seriously
as a guide to Russia’s future. He is particularly irritated by the way
poets of the Revolution, like the Bolsheviks, claim a monopoly on
the discourse of Russian messianism: ‘Теперь, революция в поэзии
выродилась, как в жизни, в большевизм и, достигая своего апогея,
притязает, как и большевизм, на монопольный руссизм и даже на
мессианство’ (At the present time, revolution in poetry, as in life,
has degenerated into Bolshevism and, reaching its peak, just like
Bolshevism, lays claim to a monopoly on Russianness and even to
messianism). In response to Esenin’s grand pledge ‘Я обещаю вам
Инонию!’ (I promise you Otherland), he retorts: ‘не дыши на меня
своей мессианской самогонкой! А главное, все-то ты врешь, холоп,
в угоду своему новому барину!’ (Don’t breathe all over me with your
messianic home-brewed vodka! But the main thing is, all the while,
you’re lying, you lackey, to please your new master!).52
Bunin’s adoption of an elevated religious tone in his speech, steering
clear of any specific political programme, was supposed to promote
unity and pre-empt polemical squabbles.53 The result was the opposite;
his talk unleashed a torrent of conflicting responses, published in at
least 16 different periodicals from all over the Russian diaspora and
even from Moscow.54 P. N. Miliukov, the liberal politician and editor of
Poslednie Novosti (The latest news), started the ball rolling by writing a
highly critical leading article with the rousing title of ‘Golosa iz groba’
(Voices from the grave), printed immediately before a negative report
on the gathering, ‘Vecher strashnykh slov’ (An evening of terrifying
words).55 As a historian, he held a rather different view of the forces
driving revolution. Although he was also against the Bolshevik regime,
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he was optimistic that it would soon come to an end and enthused about
the ‘many germs of new life’ that would blossom in the ruins.56 As a
politician, he was evidently annoyed by Bunin’s substitution of rhetorical
verbiage for any form of action.
To refute the misrepresentations (krivotolki) of his lecture and
the evening as a whole, Bunin arranged for his original speech to be
printed in the Berlin émigré newspaper Rul’ (The rudder) on 3 April,
together with a postscript in which he summarized the attacks against
him. It is clear from his comments that he was particularly stung by the
central accusation that he (and the other speakers) were posing as
prophets, claiming the role of ‘teachers’ (uchitelia). First, he tackled
the report: ‘Отчет … вполне исказил меня, приписал мне нелепый
призыв “к божественному существованию” и претензию на
пророческий сан, сообщил как мало я похож на пророка … , и весьма
глумился и над всеми прочими участниками вечера, тоже будто
бы желавшими пророчествовать, но оказавшимися совершенно
неспособными “подняться на метафизические высоты”’57 (The
report … completely distorted me, attributed to me a ridiculous call
‘to divine existence’ and a claim to prophetic rank, noted how little
I resemble a prophet … and made a great mockery of all the others who
took part in the evening, who apparently also wished to prophesy, but
turned out to be completely unable to ‘rise to metaphysical heights’).
Then he recounted the contents of the leading article: ‘Писатели,
принадлежащие к самым большим в современной литературе, те,
кем Россия по справедливости гордится … выступили с проповедью
почти пророческой, в роли учителей жизни, в роли, отжившей
свое время’58 (Writers counted among the greatest in contemporary
literature, those of whom Russia is justifiably proud … delivered a
sermon that was almost prophetic, adopting the role of life-teachers, a
role which has outlived its time). Finally, he described the article which
had appeared in the Soviet press on 16 March under the macabre title
‘Maskarad mertvetsov’ (A masquerade of corpses), recycling the critical
opinions published in Poslednie novosti and claiming that Bunin
‘позирует теперь под библейского Иоанна’ (is now posing as the
biblical John [of Revelation]).59
The publication of Bunin’s speech and postscript was followed
on 18 April by a particularly vicious attack entitled ‘Razoblachennyi
prorok’ (The prophet unmasked). The article poured scorn on the ‘émigré
Jeremiah’ and his ‘prophetic wrath’. Bunin had concluded his speech
with a prayer that he would be able to continue howling with the
same ‘holy hatred’ as a dog whose master had been murdered by Red
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Guardsmen. As the details of the dog’s ownership turned out to be false,
the critic gleefully pounced on this error to undermine Bunin’s prophetic
credentials: ‘“Святая собачья ненависть…” В этом слышится
железный голос пророка Иеремии. В этом есть пророческий
пафос. Но… На всякого мудреца довольно простоты. Собачонку
Бунина, с которой он хотел брать пример, разоблачили, и с лица
эмигрантского Иеремии сошли румяна пророческого гнева’60
(‘The holy hatred of a dog …’. In this phrase we can hear the iron voice
of the prophet Jeremiah. In it there is prophetic pathos. But … Every wise
man has a fool in his sleeve. Bunin’s little dog, which he wanted to take
as an example, has been unmasked and the face of the émigré Jeremiah
has lost its flush of prophetic wrath). If Bunin still wants to bark like a
dog, the critic concluded, he should be packed off to join the ‘parshivyi
pes’ (mangy dog) from Blok’s ‘Dvenadtsat’’. Strangely enough, the close
association of a writer-prophet with a barking dog reappears in Nabokov’s
story, discussed below.
Two themes stand out from all these reviews. One is the attack on
Bunin’s alleged claim to prophetic status (not entirely unjustified since he
did indeed adopt such a stance in his speech). The other is the depiction
of all the speakers, Bunin included, as dead men, relics from a distant
past who had outlived their time and would not gain any followers among
the younger generation (this observation also contained more than a
grain of truth). Some of these negative responses may have stemmed
from an uncomfortable sense that Bunin (an ‘absolute and inveterate
atheist’, according to Nina Berberova) was adopting the language of
prophecy as an oratorical pose, without sharing its foundation in religious
faith.61 Other reviewers may have objected to Bunin’s cavalier debunking
of sacred ‘prophetic’ texts, which had already entered the nascent canon
of revolutionary verse. It is certainly ironic that Bunin fell victim to the
very accusations which he had levelled against the ‘false prophets’ of
the Revolution. Much energy was expended on arguing who had the
right to lay claim to the status of prophetic authority. The circular round
of attacks and counter-attacks demonstrates just how central the
metaphor of the writer as prophet was to the literary and political
polemics of the time, both in Russia and in the diaspora.

Nabokov’s ‘Groza’ (The thunderstorm)
Bunin’s speech captured the urgent desire for an alternative prophetic
mission (if not its precise content) shared by many Russian émigré
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writers of his generation. What about the so-called younger generation?
Did they pick up the baton? Some did and some did not. And some took
up the tradition and toyed with it in a playful manner. Nabokov’s short
story ‘Groza’ can be read as an interesting example of the latter approach.
Written in Berlin in July 1924, it was first published in an émigré
newspaper in September of that year and then included in his collection
of stories and poems, Vozvrashchenie Chorba (The return of Chorb)
(1930).62 My claim is that this story offers an oblique – and entirely
different – response to the same challenge that Bunin addressed in his
speech. Could the prophetic mission of Russian literature cross national
boundaries and inspire writers of the emigration? If so, how might this
process of transmission be imagined?
‘Groza’ belongs to a group of early stories which combine symbolism
with realism, embedding myth in the prose of everyday life.63 The story
opens on a windswept evening in the city. The narrator returns to his
rented room. He looks down into the courtyard, from which the ‘blind
wind’ rises. He falls asleep and then awakens (whether this is a ‘real’
awakening or still part of his dream is left unclear). The night is alive with
a thunderstorm – flashes of lightning, peals of thunder and pelting rain.
Intoxicated, he watches the scene from his window. The prophet’s chariot
approaches through the clouds. The ‘Thunder-god’ (gromoverzhets)
appears, driving his fiery chariot. This mighty bearded giant is a ‘flustered
prophet’ (rasteriannyi prorok), who struggles to control his steeds. When
they hit the rooftop, a wheel comes off and the prophet, now identified by
name as Il’ia (Elijah), merged in folk tradition with the Slavic thundergod, is thrown out of his chariot. Evidently, this is not for the first time.
He cautiously climbs down into the yard. The narrator runs down the
steep staircase and meets Elijah in the yard. The prophet, reduced to a
‘lean, stoop-shouldered old man’, greets him as his successor (Elisha) and
instructs him to search for the wheel:
‘Ты, Елисей?’
Я поклонился. Пророк цокнул языком, потирая ладонью
смуглую лысину:
‘Колесо потерял. Отыщи-ка.’
‘That you, Elisha?’
I bowed. The prophet clucked his tongue, scratching the while his
bald brown spot.
‘Lost a wheel. Find it for me, will you?’
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Under a lilac bush the narrator finds a rusty wheel from a child’s pram
and gives it to Elijah, who is delighted. The narrator, together with a dog,
watches the prophet ascend to heaven, now restored to his former
grandeur. The unusual appearance of the dog, first described as a ‘staraia
lokhmataia sobaka’ (shaggy old dog), then as a barking ‘driakhlyi pes’
(decrepit dog), evokes the ‘pes parshivyi’ (mangy dog) from Blok’s
‘Dvenadtsat’’ and the ‘khudaia sobachonka’ (scrawny little dog) whose
howling Bunin wished to emulate.64 Still in his dressing-gown and wet
slippers, the speaker runs to catch the first tram to recount the story of his
vision to an unidentified ‘ty’ (you).
The thunderstorm and downpour of rain which accompany Elijah’s
fall into the yard provoke the narrator’s sudden epiphany, linked with
artistic inspiration.65 This is made plain by two details. Before falling
asleep and having this experience, the storyteller is unable to write about
his happiness: ‘В этой тишине я заснул, ослабев от счастия, о котором
писать не умею, – и сон мой был полон тобой’ (In this silence I fell
asleep, exhausted by the happiness of my day, a happiness I cannot
describe in writing, and my dream was full of you). After the visitation,
he runs to catch the first tram, imagining how he will ‘relate’ the story:
‘воображая, как сейчас приду к тебе и буду рассказывать о ночном,
воздушном крушении, о старом, сердитом пророке, упавшем ко мне
во двор’ (I imagined how, in a few moments, I would be in your house
and start telling you about that night’s mid-air accident, and the cross old
prophet who fell into my yard).
Elijah’s gift of artistic inspiration to the narrator is presented as
an act of prophetic succession. Elijah is the perfect choice for a dramatization of this subject, as Hebrew scriptures record in unmatched detail
the precise way he transfers his prophetic power to his pupil Elisha,
who witnesses his ascent to the heavens. Nabokov’s story plays upon
Russian literature’s traditional invocation of the myth of prophetic
succession, recasting it in a modern urban setting and incorporating
disconcerting shifts from the real to the imagined, from the register of
high language to everyday diction. In constructing his story around a
series of vertical ascents and descents, he appears to be echoing (and
perhaps parodying) Viacheslav Ivanov’s celebrated account of artistic
creation as a transformative process involving two stages. The first
stage of spiritual ascent (‘voskhozhdenie’) starts with Dionysiac agitation
and culminates in an epiphany, followed by catharsis. The second
stage of descent (‘niskhozhdenie’) moves through the Apollonian
dream, captured in memory, to the artistic incarnation of the original
experience.66 Nabokov’s narrator experiences the first stage of spiritual
‘ascent’. Intoxicated by the storm (Dionysiac agitation), he encounters
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Elijah who greets him as his successor (the epiphany), and finally finds
the wheel for him (the act of catharsis). The story closes with the hero
looking forward to the second stage of ‘descent’, embodying his
experience in artistic form, i.e. recounting the story which we have just
read. The circle is closed. Nabokov has provided a humorously literal
enactment of the Symbolists’ agenda to reveal the action of ‘higher
realities’ on this world and to transmit the prophetic gift of inspiration to
the next generation.
Given the many other parodic references in the story (to Pushkin’s
‘Prorok’ and ‘Mednyi Vsadnik’, Tiutchev’s ‘Vesenniaia groza’ (Spring thunderstorm), Blok’s ‘Dvenadtsat’’), it is difficult for the reader to disentangle
the serious from the humorous.67 Does the sparkling narrative convey
the writer’s genuine engagement with art as prophecy? Or has the older
generation’s serious treatment of this tradition become a purely aesthetic
plaything in the hands of the younger generation? What can this story tell
us about Nabokov’s famed interest in potustoronnost’ (otherworldliness)?
How does it relate to Maksim Shrayer’s conclusion that Nabokov is ‘always
a lyrical visionary, a modern version of the prophet in Pushkin’s programmatic poem “Prorok”’?68 Obliquely and provocatively, the story poses a
key question: can a literary trope central to Russian national identity be
sustained and survive in the diaspora? Its profound ambivalence is the
secret of its charm.

Viacheslav Ivanov’s ‘Rimskie sonety’ (Roman sonnets)
Against this background of earnest exhortation versus playful
engagement with the prophetic tradition, Viacheslav Ivanov’s ‘Roman
sonnets’ (1924) strike a very different note. Perhaps this is not altogether
surprising, given his cosmopolitan background. Educated in Moscow
and Berlin, resident in England, France, Germany, Italy and Switzerland,
multilingual and fluent in all the main cultures of classical antiquity and
modern Europe, he was already a true Russian European well before
he emigrated. In Perepiska iz dvukh uglov (A correspondence from two
corners), a sequence of letters exchanged with Gershenzon in a Moscow
sanatorium during the summer of 1920, he offered an interesting
definition of his hybrid identity: ‘я наполовину – сын земли русской,
с нее однако согнанный, наполовину – чужеземец, из учеников
Саиса, где забывают род и племя’ (I am half a son of the Russian land,
albeit exiled from it, and half a foreigner, one of the novices of Sais,
where kith and kin are forgotten).69 As we shall see, this independence
from conventional territorial definitions of selfhood later enabled him to
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develop a new approach to prophecy within the broad transnational
community of Catholic humanists.
After Ivanov’s first application to travel abroad was turned down,
he spent four years teaching at the University of Baku. When he finally
got permission from Lunacharsky, he set off for Rome in September
1924, aged 58.70 The choice of destination was highly significant.
Rather than joining one of the established centres of the Russian
emigration, he chose to settle in the Eternal City, once the capital of the
Roman empire, now the heart of Catholic Europe. By the end of the year
he had completed his remarkable cycle of ‘Roman sonnets’, comprising
nine poems, echoing the number of the Muses.71 Following four years
of poetic silence, the fountains of inspiration had opened up once
more. In tribute to this, the middle seven sonnets all describe different
fountains in Rome; for Ivanov as for Nabokov, water serves as a metaphor
for the creative process. The first and final sonnets frame this renewal
of inspiration in a broad historical context associated with prophecy,
starting with the point of departure – the abandoned city (Moscow, the
‘third Rome’, burns like ancient Troy) – and culminating in the closing
image of St Peter’s dome.
The first sonnet, ‘Regina Viarum’, opens by making it clear that the
poet’s return to Rome is an act of spiritual pilgrimage:
Вновь арок древних верный пилигрим,
В мой поздний час вечерним ‘Ave, Roma’
Приветствую как свод родного дома,
Тебя, скитаний пристань, вечный Рим.
Мы Трою предков пламени дарим;
Дробятся оси колесниц меж грома
И фурий мирового ипподрома:
Ты, царь путей, глядишь, как мы горим.72
Again, true pilgrim of your vaulted past,
I greet you, as my own ancestral home,
With evening ‘Ave Roma’ at the last,
You, wanderers’ retreat, eternal Rome.
The Troy of your forebears we give to fire;
The chariots’ axles crack from furious churning
In this hippodrome of the world entire:
Regina Viarum, see how we are burning.
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Instead of the language of emigration and displacement (used by Bunin
and Nabokov), Ivanov uses the language of homecoming, welcoming
Rome ‘kak svod rodnogo doma’ (as my own ancestral home), as a final
resting place, ‘skitanii pristan’’ (wanderers’ retreat). He plays on the
city’s names in Latin and Russian. The masculine rhymes of the two
quatrains all end in ‘rim’ (Rome),73 while the feminine rhymes echo
‘Roma’, significantly paired with ‘doma’ (home). The reversible anagrams
‘rim’ / ‘mir’ (Rome / world) and ‘Roma’ / ‘amor’ (Rome / love) encapsulate
the poet’s deep love of Rome as a city of the world and place of peace
where all roads meet.
In the second quatrain the poet’s voice expands into a communal
‘we’, which has offered up Moscow, compared to ancient Troy, to the flames
of destruction. This acknowledgement of responsibility for destruction
echoes the opening lines from Ivanov’s earlier poem of December 1919:
Да, сей костер мы поджигали,
И совесть правду говорит[.]74
Yes, we lit this bonfire,
And conscience speaks the truth[.]
The city of Rome witnesses this destruction. It embodies both the
experience and the memory of survival from destruction, of new life
emerging stronger from the ashes:
И ты пылал и восставал из пепла,
И памятливая голубизна
Твоих небес глубоких не ослепла.
И помнит в ласке золотого сна,
Твой вратарь кипарис, как Троя крепла,
Когда лежала Троя сожжена.
And you went down in flames and rose from embers;
The mindful blueness could not blind the eye
Of space in your unfathomable sky.
Your cypress, standing sentinel, remembers
In the caresses of a dream of gold
How strong was Troy in ashes lying cold.
In this opening sonnet Ivanov presents exile in an entirely different way
from Bunin and Nabokov. He inscribes his personal experience and his
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understanding of recent events in his native country into a much broader
transnational – or even supranational – framework. By weaving together
different historical eras, geographical locations and languages, he
transcends the limitations of time and place and adopts a long-term
prophetic view of history as a cycle leading through destruction to
rebirth. Aeneas’s mission to found the new city of Rome was sustained
by promises received from the gods and prophetic visions revealed to
him in the underworld. By echoing the narrative of the Aeneid, Ivanov
associates himself with Virgil, the foremost messianic poet of ancient
Rome. In this way he writes himself into a long-standing tradition of
prophetic art linked with exile.
In the middle (fifth) sonnet, he extends this tradition to take in
two Russian prophetic artists who lived for many years in the Eternal
City, toiling on their masterworks. His wanderings from his home on Via
Quattro Fontane take him past the place where the painter Aleksandr
Ivanov used to visit Gogol:
Бернини, – снова наш, – твоей игрой
Я веселюсь, от четырех Фонтанов
Бредя на Пинчьо памятной горой,
Где в келью Гоголя входил Иванов[.]75
Bernini – ours anew – your playful skill
Makes me rejoice as from Four Fountains’ knoll
I wander to the Pincio, [along] memory’s hill,
Where Ivanov to Gogol’s cell would stroll[.]
By inserting this tongue-in-cheek reference to his namesake, the poet
establishes his place as a successor to the tradition of prophetic artists
living in Rome, the city where Ivanov completed his monumental
canvas Iavlenie Khrista narodu (The appearance of Christ to the people)
(1833–57) and Gogol worked on his epic novel Mertvye dushi (Dead
souls) (1835–52).76
The final sonnet of the cycle, ‘Monte Pincio’, draws on imagery of
water and golden sunlight to convey the sense of spiritual plenitude
which the poet finds in Rome in the evening of his life:
Пью медленно медвяный солнца свет,
Густеющий, как долу звон прощальный;
И светел дух печалью беспечальной,
Весь полнота, какой названья нет.77
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Slowly I savor the sun’s honeyed glow
Thickening like the valley’s farewell chime;
With careless care the spirit is aglow,
All plenitude, whose name is paradigm.
In the last tercet he contemplates the view of the dome of St Peter’s,
silhouetted against the gold of the sun. The capitalized closing word of
the cycle, Kupol (Dome), serves as a fitting image of the eternal realm the
poet seeks to access:
Ослепшими перстами луч ощупал
Верх пинии, и глаз потух. Один,
На золоте круглится синий Купол.
With dazzled fingers groping, the last beam
Felt pine-top and its eye went out. Left there
In liquid gold the blue Dome circles air.
While Bunin addressed his fellow émigrés with a public speech, defining
their mission in religious and political terms as the non-acceptance of
Bolshevik Russia, and Nabokov toyed in prose fiction with the notion
of artistic inspiration as prophetic, Ivanov chose the much shorter and
more private form of lyrical verse to express his relation to the prophetic
tradition, following the practice he had initiated at the start of his
literary career.78 And yet, despite the compression of the sonnet form, the
range covered is immeasurably greater. The upheaval of revolution is
presented as part of the grand sweep of history, reflected in prophetic
word and image and mirrored in eternity. His orientation in emigration
is not political, nor purely literary; it is religious, but unlike the Russian
Orthodox focus of Bunin’s ‘mission’, it moves from ancient Troy and
Rome through the Renaissance and the baroque fountains of Rome to
the Eternal City’s symbol as the capital of Christendom – the dome of
St Peter’s.
Ivanov sent off his sonnets to Gorky and Khodasevich for publication
in their new journal Beseda (Conversation).79 In his response, Khodasevich
began by sharing his inner despair over the state of Russian literature,
both at home and in emigration: ‘Россия раскололась пополам, и обе
половины гниют, каждая по-своему. Мучительно то, что никаким
словом здесь не поможешь: происходит “исторический процесс”,
а это вроде дурной погоды: ее надо переживать, пересиживать. А
пересидим ли? Боюсь, что процесс не только русский, а всемирный,
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затяжной, лет на триста’ (Russia has split into two, and both halves are
rotting, each in its own way. It is painful that in this situation you cannot
help with any word: a ‘historical process’ is taking place, and it is like
bad weather: you have to live through it, sit it out. But will we sit it out?
I am afraid that the process is not just Russian, but universal, drawn
out, for about three hundred years). Against this background, Ivanov’s
sonnets had lifted his flagging spirits by reminding him that ‘настоящая
поэзия, тонкая мысль, высокое и скромное, некрикливое мастерство’
(true poetry, subtle thought, lofty and modest unshowy mastery) were
still possible.80
In his reply, sent at the end of December, Ivanov tried to counter
Khodasevich’s pessimism over the word’s impotence in relation to the
‘historical process’ by invoking hope for the renewal of prophetic art.
He compared himself to Saul, longing for the ‘magical song’ of David:
‘Саул во мне стосковавшись по все чаще и слишком надолго
пропадающем Давиде, сам пытается перебирать пальцами струны
его заброшенной арфы, да не налаживается волшебная песня’ (The
Saul inside me that longs for David, who disappears with increasing
frequency and for too long, tries himself to finger the strings of the
abandoned harp, but the magical song does not take shape). Anticipating
that Khodasevich might claim that a poet cannot live a full life outside
his own country, he pointed out that the Moscow he saw before his
departure from Russia was a dead city, devoid of any life-giving Spirit.
He summed up his present state in emigration with a pithy allusion
to Pushkin’s ‘Prorok’: ‘и вот влачусь в пустыне мрачной. Остается
обратить пустыню в пустынь, чего бы я и желал’ (and now I drag
myself through a gloomy wilderness. All that remains is to transform the
wilderness into a hermitage, which is what I would like to do).81

Ivanov’s path from the national to the transnational
Transforming the ‘pustynia’ (wilderness) of Europe into a ‘pustyn’’
(hermitage), a place of spiritual meditation and creativity, was an
internal, religious task, not a political one. In March 1926 Ivanov made
an important move in this direction by joining the Catholic Church.
Using the formula devised by Vladimir Solovyov, cited in La Russie et
l’Eglise universelle (1889), he took this step as an act of ecumenical
unification, renouncing the schism but not Russian Orthodoxy.82 As he
explained in his letter of 1930 to the French critic Charles Du Bos, this
was his radical response to the question posed to man’s conscience by
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the Revolution: ‘Est-on avec nous ou avec Dieu?’ Neither nostalgia for
the past nor loyalty to the ‘mother-Church’ could sway his decision.83 He
recognized that he had chosen a very different path from the rest of
emigration: ‘Aussi mon attitude sous ce rapport était-elle diamétralement
opposée à celle de l’émigration russe (j’allais dire plus significativement
diaspora), qui s’attache avec un zèle particulier à la conservation des
formes confessionelles dans lesquelles la vie religieuse de la nation est
moulée depuis neuf siècles.’84
Ivanov’s use of the word ‘diaspora’ is highly unusual and deserves
attention. As he pointed out, every word in his letter was carefully
weighed in terms of meaning and psychological nuance.85 Why, then,
would ‘diaspora’ have been a ‘more significant’ term than ‘emigration’?
No doubt because its biblical connotations, derived from the Septuagint,
offered a religious perspective on exile, allowing for the possibility
of sowing while in dispersion. If so, why did he prefer to speak of
‘l’émigration russe’? Evidently, he found this term more fitting to describe
a community that was looking backwards, to the country it had left
behind, rather than focusing on the ‘more significant’ religious opportunities afforded by its new location. He used the rhetorical figure of
paralepsis to signal this difference, offering the thought as only half-said
to soften its controversial impact.
A few lines earlier, Ivanov had described Russian Orthodox émigrés
as a ‘troupeau dispersé, errant autour du bercail que je savais paternel
et l’évitant par méfiance séculaire’.86 By maintaining the ‘ancient error of
separation’, they were following a course which he found unjustifiable
and damaging to Christianity, as it placed the ‘national’ and the state
above religion. They failed to grasp their true calling, which Ivanov
identified as ‘la mission de servir la cause de l’unité en rôle d’intermédiaires
entre l’Orient et l’Occident, – tâche qui paraît indiquée par la Providence
aux chrétiens en exil mis en contact intime avec d’autres chrétiens qui
professent la même foi’.87
According to Ivanov, therefore, the geographical displacement of
emigration was providentially ordained to enable the Russian diaspora
to carry out its prophetic mission and bring about the reunification of the
Eastern and Western branches of Christianity. Once Ivanov himself had
taken this step, he felt that he could at last breathe fully with both lungs,
content in the knowledge that he had finally carried out his ‘personal
duty’ and his nation’s duty.88 Although he wanted the message of his
letter to Du Bos to be heard by the Russian emigration, his refusal to
allow Gleb Struve to publish a Russian translation in Rossiia i slavianstvo
(Russia and Slavdom) confirmed his detachment from narrow definitions
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of Russianness (whether territorial, linguistic, political or confessional)
and deliberate orientation towards his new European audience.89
In a less formal letter to his children, written at the end of the year,
Ivanov explained how right he felt to have joined the Catholic Church, as
it is not a national body: ‘Никакой духоты нет, – ни эллина, ни иудея,
– в национальной церкви как-то человека в религиозном смысле не
чувствуешь, нет простора, в котором говорят друг с другом Бог и
Человек’ (There is no stuffiness – neither Greek nor Jew; in a national
church you somehow cannot feel a person’s religious significance, there
is no space in which God and Man can talk to each other). In a postscript
he shared his daughter’s scepticism about the existence of ‘inherent or
intrinsic Russianness’ – this cannot be found in anyone, just as one can
never find a ‘core’ artichoke inside an artichoke. Everything is shared and
universal: ‘Нужно быть самим собой и делать общее – личность тут и
скажется… . Кто теряет душу свою в общем деле (забывает о своей
личности), тот и находит ее; а кто бережет, потеряет’90 (You have to
be yourself and work for the common good – this is where the self reveals
itself… . Whoever loses his soul for the common good (forgets about his
self), that person finds it; while whoever conserves it will lose it).
This understanding of the dependence of the national on the
universal informed Ivanov’s perspective on what constituted his true
homeland. In ‘Zemlia’ (Earth) (1928), part of a poetic dialogue with
his friend and fellow émigré, Il’ia Golenishchev-Kutuzov, he defined his
extraterritorial sense of home through paradox:
Повсюду гость, и чуженин,
И с Музой века безземелен,
Скворешниц вольных гражданин,
Беспочвенно я запределен.91
Everywhere a guest and alien,
And landless with the Muse of the age,
A citizen of free starling-nests,
Groundless, I transcend limits.
The poet’s belief that his inner creative self existed ‘bespochvenno’ in the
transnational space offered by the Muse was quite different from the
view of émigré critics such as Mark Slonim, who claimed that Russian
literature could not flourish outside the homeland because of its
‘glubokaia pochvennost’’ (deep rootedness / attachment to the soil).92
Ivanov tried to influence others to share his point of view. In 1935,
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responding to a request for spiritual guidance from a Russian deacon
serving in Milan, he advised him not to lament the ‘destruction of Russian
culture’, for ‘it is not destroyed, but called to new challenges, to a new
spiritual awareness’. Citing Dostoevsky, he explained that a ‘truly Russian
person is first of all a “universal man”’ (‘vsechelovek’) and is therefore
‘more of a European’ in Europe than a French, English or German person.
For this reason, an émigré who wants to be true to the Russian spirit must
break out of the closed mindset of Russian ‘colonies’ and share the life
of Western nations.93
This was the goal which Ivanov set himself in the diaspora. He
pursued it single-mindedly, deploying a range of strategies to reach his
new audience. These tactics included:
•

•

•

•

Arranging for the translation of his works into all the major
European languages. He acted as translator, co-translator or
editor, constantly revising his original texts to bring their meaning
closer to foreign readers. His reputation outside Russia took off
after the publication of Perepiska iz dvukh uglov in German, French,
Italian and Spanish translations.94
Writing essays in French, German and Italian for leading European
journals (the French Catholic Vigile, the Swiss Corona, the German
Catholic Hochland and the Italian Il Convegno).
Choosing topics like Virgil’s messianic poetry (1931) and the laurel
in Petrarch’s verse (1933) to consolidate his position in the
transnational humanist tradition.
Cultivating a network of key contacts among the leading humanists
of Europe and establishing close links with them through extensive
correspondence. This strategy, developed by him in emigration,
corresponded to his view of dialogue as the ideal method for
clarifying ideas and forging solid bonds.95 In this way he joined the
company of many prominent European intellectuals, including
Ernst Curtius, Martin Buber, Charles Du Bos, Jacques Maritain,
Gabriel Marcel, Alessandro Pellegrini, Karl Muth, Herbert Steiner
and Maurice Bowra (to whom he wrote in Greek, Latin, English
and French). In parallel, he maintained long correspondences
with Russian émigrés such as Stepun, Shestov, Zelinsky, Frank and
Evsei Shor.

These strategies were highly successful. Ten years after his arrival in
Italy, the fruits were already visible. In 1933 he was invited to give a
speech on the orientations of the contemporary spirit at the prestigious
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‘Literary Mondays’ held at Sanremo. April 1934 saw the publication of a
special issue of the cultural periodical Il Convegno, entirely devoted
to his work. It included his speech, his open letter to Pellegrini on
Christian humanism and his Italian prose translations of the first and
last ‘Roman sonnets’ (under the title ‘La cupola’). Contributions from
like-minded Russian émigrés (Zelinsky, Stepun, Ganchikov, Ottokar) sat
alongside essays by his European correspondents (Curtius, Steiner,
Marcel, Pellegrini).
In his brief but heartfelt contribution, Curtius hailed Ivanov as a
member of the ‘spiritual brotherhood’ of European humanists, drew
attention to his prophetic talent and described the homage to Ivanov
represented by the journal as a ‘vinculum amoris’ (bond of love) – a
phrase originally coined in connection with humanism.96 In a similar
vein, when reading the proofs of Ivanov’s letter on ‘Docta pietas’,
Pellegrini was moved to pen a letter, saluting him as a humanist of the
fifteenth century. In his reply Ivanov thanked him once more for this
‘vinculum amoris’, enabling the ‘obscure work’ of an old man in exile,
forbidden in his homeland, to become known in his ‘beloved Italy’.97
Thus, the image that Ivanov had built up for himself as a transnational
Catholic humanist was mirrored back to him by his European admirers.98

Conclusions
What conclusions can we draw from the examples of these three
writers? How did their development of the existing tradition of literary
prophecy differ from that of their compatriots who remained in Russia?
Although rooted in common origins, the two paths diverged over time,
shaped by differences in many areas, including political and religious
beliefs, relations with the host culture, audience receptivity and freedom
of expression.
At first, the émigré ‘mission’ continued to define itself along familiar
lines; opposition to the power of the state was extended – from afar – to
the new rulers of Russia. Bunin serves as a prominent example of this
trend. Exile changed the context of his prophetic message, enabling him
to adopt a public voice exhorting a large audience to embrace his vision
of their ‘mission’, but it did not change its essential parameters: ‘nonacceptance’ of the Bolshevik regime perpetuated the long-standing
tradition of prophetic dissidence.
As time moved on, it became increasingly difficult to sustain a
mission based on opposition to a distant and inaccessible regime. A few
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years after Bunin’s speech, Nina Berberova signalled a shift of focus. She
took up the form of the poema but redefined it. Instead of using it to
dramatize a moment of historical transformation, following the pattern
set by Pushkin, Blok, Bely and Esenin, she created a new lyric version of
the genre as a vehicle to explore the exile’s relation to the homeland from
a more universal perspective, closer in spirit to Lermontov. The poem is
narrated by a female émigré, living in Paris in 1920, who comes to the
realization that she need not pine for Russia, since her true home, like
Adam’s, is God’s universe. This understanding comes to her through a
dream ‘like a vision’ of the creation of the world and of Adam’s state
before the Fall and his exile. The phrase ‘Я не в изгнаньи, я в посланьи’
(I am not in exile, I am on a mission) is used twice in the poem, first by
Adam in Paradise, then by the female narrator.99
This line has often been quoted out of context. Rephrased in
the first person plural, the original formulation of the individual’s
existential freedom was turned into a collective mission statement for
the emigration. When Gippius first read the poem in 1926, she informed
Berberova that it interested her because she was working on a ‘letter to
Russia’, ‘где главное вот это: “не изгнаны, а посланы”’ (where the
main point is this: ‘not exiled, but on a mission’).100 In her resulting
article, ‘Nashe priamoe delo’ (Our immediate task) (1930), she took
Berberova’s line in a new direction. Russian émigrés should no longer
focus on ‘territorial Russia’ and its political situation; instead, they should
regard themselves as part of a single narod, formed like the Jewish
diaspora by the experience of exodus, and cultivate a new sense of
mission on this basis: ‘Зарубежная Русь … должна сознать свое
посланничество’ (Rus’ in the diaspora … must recognize that it is on a
mission).101 Although the goal was no longer Bunin’s ‘non-acceptance’ of
the Bolshevik regime, it remained undefined.
Others were not convinced of the need to believe in a special calling.
Slonim, writing in 1931, was particularly outspoken on this subject. He
regarded the ‘illusion about the greatness and salvational significance
of émigré literature’ as one of the main myths created by the diaspora
imagination, maintained in Paris and Berlin as an ‘obligatory article of
faith’, which it would be an act of betrayal not to believe in. As examples
of the perpetuation of this myth, he cited Bunin’s speech, Berberova’s
line (rewritten in the first person plural) and Gippius’s essays. For Slonim,
the reality was quite different. Émigré literature was not carrying out
any mission, it was dying. Why? Because it had failed to generate any
new ideas. At the same time, he pointed out that writers like Nabokov,
Gazdanov, Fel’zen or Sharshun who tried to become Russian Europeans
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by cultivating Western influences, risked losing all traces of Russianness
and merging altogether with European literature.102
Khodasevich shared Slonim’s bleak view of the current state of
émigré literature, but differed in his understanding of the root causes.
For him, the idea of prophetic mission remained central to the identity
of the Russian literary diaspora. As he noted in his essay of 1933 on
literature in exile, ‘Без возвышенного сознания известной своей
миссии, своего посланничества – нет эмиграции, есть толпа
беженцев, ищущих родины там, где лучше’ (Without an elevated
awareness of its avowed mission, of being sent on a mission – there is
no emigration, there is a crowd of refugees, looking for a homeland
wherever is best). Although the younger generation embraced Berberova’s
maxim ‘Мы не в изгнаньи, мы в посланьи!’ (We are not in exile, we are
on a mission!), it had not been able to find adequate teachers. The older
generation had failed to pass on its sense of mission; instead, it looked
to the past, substituting comfort and stability for a true sense of tragedy
and innovation. As a result, the younger generation had turned to the
imitation of foreign writers.103 Ironically, in a letter to Gleb Struve
apologizing for his pessimistic predictions, Khodasevich himself took
on the mantle of prophet: ‘Если я окажусь плохим пророком, то, Боже
мой, как буду я рад сам первый объявить, что ошибся!’ (If I turn out
to be a bad prophet, then, my God, how happy I will be to be the first to
announce that I was mistaken!).104
Unlike Slonim, Khodasevich argued that ‘national’ literatures were
often at their best in exile, citing as proof a series of prophetic writers
whose works were strongly coloured by their sense of messianic
mission: Hebrew poets from the Middle Ages to Bialik, Dante and the
three national prophets of Polish Romanticism, Mickiewicz, Słowacki
and Krasiński. The names on this list suggest that he was influenced by
his own Jewish and Polish heritage in taking their prophetic traditions
as a model for Russian literature in the diaspora.105
Although the award of the Nobel Prize to Bunin in 1933 temporarily
rekindled faith in the ‘mission’ of Russian literature in exile (prompting
the reprinting of his original speech), the tide was turning. Gippius had
made a good point: facing backwards, whether in space (towards Russia)
or in time (towards the past) was not the way to sustain or build a
forward-looking prophetic mission. As Brodsky noted, the exiled writer
should not be ‘like the false prophets of Dante’s Inferno’, whose ‘head is
forever turned backwards’; he must combat the retrospective tendency
and seek instead to ‘play at causes’.106
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Nabokov and Ivanov both ‘played at causes’, but in very different
ways. Emigration gave Nabokov the opportunity to reinvent the metaphor
of art as prophecy. By literalizing it, he recast Symbolist theurgic
principles into an entirely new form. The assimilation of the religious
aspect of prophecy into the aesthetic dimension of artistic inspiration
enabled him to ‘play God’ in the construction of complex narratives,
guiding the reader’s search for meaning. Given the seriousness with
which the prophetic strain was treated by writers in Russia (whether
dissident or official), the ambivalent, playful tone adopted by him in
relation to prophecy could only have flourished in the diaspora. Unique
and original, his contribution in this respect was significant. As Berberova
pointed out, ‘Nabokov alone with his genius was able to bring in a renewal
of style’ and, in this way, to solve the fundamental problem faced by
émigré writers of the younger generation.107 This problem was nothing
to do with the choice of subject matter or language, it concerned the
creation of a new style, capable of generating fresh ideas.
Ivanov took the prophetic tradition in an entirely new direction.
Returning to Europe and redefining his religious views allowed him to
expand his already well-established prophetic inclinations into the
broader space of transnational Catholic humanism. He signalled this
upon his arrival in the Eternal City with his cycle of ‘Roman sonnets’,
merging present with past, personal and national dimensions with the
universal. The position which he carved out for himself through verse,
self-translation, publications in several European languages and an
extensive chain of correspondence, meant that by 1933 the self-image he
had constructed was reflected back on him by his European circle of
like-minded Catholic humanists. In this way he extended the Russian
tradition started by two seventeenth-century churchmen beyond national
borders to embrace a wider community of believers.
Nikita Struve’s claim that Ivanov offers the best example among
émigré writers of cultural symbiosis with Europe therefore seems amply
justified. In fact, in Ivanov’s view, he was at home in Europe and it was
those who had remained in Russia who were ‘abroad’. As he wrote in a
private letter, referring to the recently widowed Nadezhda Chulkova:
‘Мученики все они там, за рубежом… ведь за рубежом-то они, а не мы’
(They are all martyrs there, abroad … for they are the ones who are abroad,
not us).108 Ivanov was able to reverse the idea of exile in this way because
he defined his sense of home not by geography but by spiritual community.
Returning now to our opening questions, we can propose a few
answers. The condition of exile was undoubtedly productive for the
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development of the prophetic tradition by both generations of émigrés.
All the writers discussed in this chapter successfully transplanted this
tradition to new European settings, often drawing on foreign languages
to facilitate its absorption. When declaiming his prophetic speech in
Paris, Bunin turned to French, citing the link between ‘pouvoir’ and
‘mission’ to empower his audience and extend the import of his message.
Nabokov brought a thoroughly Russian Elijah to life on the streets of
émigré Berlin. Ivanov conjured up the image of burning Troy to justify his
move from Moscow to Rome, using the classical Latin phrase ‘Ave, Roma’
to buttress his position. Later, he articulated his reasons for embracing
Catholicism in French; significantly, he would not allow Struve to
translate and publish this key text in Russian.
Life in the diaspora gave rise to new modes of writing which would
not have been possible in Soviet Russia. These included the rousing
public speech, the development of dialogic correspondence to foster a
new sense of spiritual community, and the experimental reworking of
existing traditions. Exile also altered the relationship between literary
tradition, national identity and geographical location, showing that a
metaphor which had traditionally upheld the ‘national’ mission of a
country’s literature could survive and even be reinforced outside the
homeland, and that (in the case of Ivanov), the national could become
transnational.
With hindsight, it becomes clear that the most important factor
ensuring the perpetuation of the prophetic tradition in the diaspora
after the Revolution was not its transmission from one generation to the
next, as was so often claimed, but the writer’s own creative originality
and orientation. Bunin and Ivanov were both members of the older
generation but faced in opposite directions. Bunin looked back to Russia;
he used the language of prophecy to oppose the ruling power of the
state, following the well-trodden path of predecessors. By contrast,
Ivanov and Nabokov, although members of different generations, were
both oriented towards the future; they rewrote the existing trope of
prophecy to create new possibilities, either in the realm of transnational
religious and cultural exchange or in the field of radical stylistic
experimentation. Ultimately, the survival of the prophetic tradition in
exile depended more on the individual writer’s ability to look forward
and ‘play at causes’, as Brodsky put it, than on any mechanical process of
handover between generations.
How do these varied responses to exile relate to other perspectives
explored in this volume? In the preceding chapter, Andreas Schönle
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argues that nineteenth-century Russian political exiles such as Nikolai
Turgenev always remained psychologically and emotionally bound to the
ruler of their home country, even when living abroad and professing
different ideals. In their attempts to navigate these contradictions, they
embraced ambivalence. He further suggests that their experience was
similar to that of twentieth-century exiles from the Soviet Union. While
this observation is certainly correct in the case of political exiles, it
requires some qualification in relation to other types of émigré. Literary
writing offered exiles of a creative disposition more fluid opportunities
for self-expression than the realm of social action. Bunin’s example is
instructive in this respect. When he defined the mission of the Russian
emigration as non-acceptance of the Bolshevik regime in his public
speech, he necessarily remained bound to the rulers of his homeland,
like the dissident exiles of the previous century. When he turned to
imaginative writing, however, he was able to achieve independence from
this bond. Nabokov and Ivanov, who preferred to steer clear of political
engagement, shaped new hybrid identities in prose and verse, free of any
connection with Russia’s rulers. By drawing on powerful existing tropes
and adapting them to their situation, their performance of exile was
more flexible and open to different readings.
What about these examples’ relation to the outlook at the end
of the first century of post-revolutionary diasporic existence? In the
introduction to this volume, Maria Rubins states that all master narratives
concerning the romantic myth about the mysterious ‘Russian soul’ and
the notion of an essential ‘national character’ have lost their former
lustre. The deeply ingrained habits of writers and their readers, however,
resist being dislodged by academic discourse. Well-established literary
tropes such as the cult of the writer as a prophetic authority continue
to proliferate in contemporary Russian writing, both within and without
the nation’s geographical boundaries. It is always in the nature of
the literary process to engage with past traditions. Moreover, recent
developments in the political arena show that the more ‘global’ the world
becomes, the greater the desire to invoke existing tropes that reinforce a
sense of national identity. In his closing remarks, Galin Tihanov suggests
that the notion of diaspora, closely associated with the nation state, may
lose its relevance in today’s ‘increasingly globalized and interconnected
world’. While this may be true in the geopolitical and economic spheres,
it is unlikely to apply to literary and cultural traditions, where diasporic
communities will continue to play a crucial role, mediating between the
national and the transnational and facilitating their cross-fertilization.
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64 A dog, described as ‘nishchii pes golodnyi’, ‘pes parshivyi’, ‘pes kholodnyi – pes bezrodnyi’,
‘golodnyi pes’, reappears in the final section of Blok’s ‘Dvenadtsat’’ (1918). It drags itself along
behind the Red Guardsmen, who are led by Christ, and is associated with the old world, to be
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68 Shrayer 1999, 320.
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visited by many philosophers of the ancient world. The phrase ‘iz uchenikov Saisa’ refers to
Novalis’s philosophical fragment ‘The novices of Sais’ (1798–9).
70 Ivanov first applied to travel abroad in the spring and summer of 1920. See his letter of 18 July
1920 to N. G. Krupskaia in Berd 1999, 309–11. His wife, Vera Shvarsalon, died in August 1920.
In the autumn he left with his children for the Caucasus and then for Baku, where he was
elected professor of classical philology on 19 November 1920. He returned to Moscow in June
1924 to take part in the Pushkin celebrations and stayed till the end of August. During this visit
he received permission from Lunacharsky to travel to Italy to set up a Russian academy or
institute of archaeology, history and history of art in Rome – on condition that he would not
contribute to émigré publications. Ivanov left Moscow on 28 August, arriving in Italy in early
September. After being granted Italian citizenship in 1935, he did not renew his Soviet
passport. From 1936, starting with ‘Rimskie sonety’ in Sovremennye zapiski, he began to
publish in the émigré press.
71 On 25 November 1924 Ivanov sent seven sonnets to Gorky for publication in the journal
Beseda, founded with the aim of publishing the work of authors living in Russia and abroad,
and edited by Gorky and Khodasevich. On 10 December 1924 he sent two more sonnets
describing fountains, noting in his accompanying letter that his ‘first’ cycle now mirrored the
number of the Muses. See Kotrelev 1995, 193, 195.
72 Ivanov 2011, 29. In this essay the cycle is cited in its first version of 1924, reproduced in
facsimile and typescript in the above edition. The second version published in Sovremennye
zapiski (1936), Svet vechernii (1962) and Ivanov 1971–87, 3:578–82, includes several
changes, such as the replacement of the original titles of the sonnets by the roman numerals
I–IX. The translations cited in this chapter are by Lowry Nelson, in Ivanov 2011, 48–64.
73 The opening rhyme ‘piligrim’ / ‘Rim’ is echoed in the closing rhyme ‘Rima’ / ‘piligrima’ of the
eighth sonnet, ‘Aqua Virgo’ (‘Vest’ moshchnykh vod i v veian’i prokhlady …’), originally
positioned as the closing sonnet.
74 Ivanov 1971–87, 4:81. Ivanov wrote his poem in response to G. I. Chulkov’s address to him,
‘Poetu’ (15 August 1919), which contained the lines: ‘Мы, буйства темного предтечи. / Ведь
вместе мы сжигали дом, / Где жили наши предки чинно ’ (Chulkov 1922, 39). Chulkov was
recalling their cooperation in developing the idea of mystical anarchism in 1906.
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75 ‘Il Tritone’, in Ivanov 2011, 37. I have amended the translation of the line ‘Бредя на Пинчьо
памятной горой’ from Lowry Nelson’s version ‘I wander to the Pincio, memory’s hill’ to
‘I wander to the Pincio along memory’s hill’ as ‘memory’s hill’ refers to the Quirinal Hill on
Ivanov’s walking route, not to the Pincio.
76 On Gogol’s and Ivanov’s prophetic ‘rivalry’ in Rome, see Davidson 2013.
77 Ivanov 2011, 45. This sonnet was originally placed second in the cycle, as a companion piece
to the opening sonnet, ‘Regina Viarum’.
78 For an overview of Ivanov’s cultivation of the image of the poet as prophet throughout his life,
see Davidson 2002.
79 Although Ivanov was paid a royalty, Beseda folded before his sonnets appeared. The cycle
nevertheless became well known in Russia where it circulated in bound, typescript copies.
After Ivanov became an Italian citizen and was no longer bound by his promise to Lunacharsky
not to publish in the émigré press, the full cycle appeared in Sovremennye zapiski (Ivanov
1936). Before 1936, a few of the ‘Roman sonnets’, including the first and the ninth, were
quoted in Golenishchev-Kutuzov 1930, 466–8, 470. Italian verse translations of the first and
ninth sonnets appeared in Il frontespizio (September 1930), 5, and a German translation of the
third sonnet in Russische Dichter, trans. D. Hiller von Gaertingen (Leipzig: Kommissionsverlag
Otto Harrassowitz, 1934), 77; Ivanov’s own prose translations of the first and ninth sonnets
appeared in Il Convegno 14(8–12) (1933–4), 369. The first and ninth sonnets were included in
the pioneering anthology of Russian émigré verse, Iakor’ (Adamovich and Kantor 1936, 4–5);
the ninth appeared in Muza Diaspory (Terapiano 1960, 46). On the significant role of these
two anthologies in the process of canon formation in the diaspora, see Katharine Hodgson’s
contribution to this volume.
80 Khodasevich, Letter of 28 November 1924 to V. I. Ivanov, in Shishkin 2002, 110.
81 Ivanov, Letter of 29 December 1924 to V. F. Khodasevich, in Berberova 1960, 285. On the
metaphor of exile as a ‘pustynia’, see the lines from Khodasevich’s poem ‘Pered zerkalom’
(1924): ‘А глядишь – заплутался в пустыне, / И своих же следов не найти.’
82 For two perspectives on Ivanov’s conversion, see Shishkin 2003; Iudin 2008.
83 ‘Mon adhésion devait être ma réponse radicale à la question posée par la Révolution aux
consciences: “Est-on avec nous ou avec Dieu?” Eh bien, si je ne préférais pas le parti de Dieu, ce
n’est pas la nostalgie du passé qui me séparerait des énergumènes de la religion universelle à
rebours’ (‘Lettre à Charles Du Bos’, in Ivanov 1971–87, 3:424). After his return to Catholicism
in 1927, Du Bos became editor of the Catholic review Vigile, where he published a French
translation of Perepiska iz dvukh uglov after having read the German translation published in
Buber’s Die Kreatur in 1926. Ivanov’s letter was written in July 1930 in response to Du Bos’s
request to him to clarify his current position in relation to the views expressed 10 years earlier.
For the full correspondence, see Zarankin and Wachtel 2001.
84 Ivanov 1971–87, 3:426.
85 See Ivanov’s letter of 24 June 1931 to I. N. Golenishchev-Kutuzov, explaining why he would
not find it easy to translate his letter into Russian or allow anyone else to undertake this task,
in Shishkin 1989, 503.
86 Ivanov 1971–87, 3:426.
87 Ivanov 1971–87, 3:426.
88 Ivanov 1971–87, 3:426, 428.
89 See Ivanov’s letter of 24 June 1931 to I. N. Golenishchev-Kutuzov, in Shishkin 1989, 502–3.
90 See Ivanov’s letter of 26 December 1926 to D. V. and L. V. Ivanov, in Simvol 53–4 (2008):
508–9. Ivanov is alluding to Paul’s description of Christianity in which ‘There is neither Jew
nor Greek’ (Gal. 3:28).
91 Ivanov 1971–87, 3:508. Ivanov’s play on two meanings of ‘zemlia’ (earth, land) is lost in
translation.
92 Slonim 2002, 119.
93 See Ivanov’s letter of 7 December 1935 to A. G. Godiaev, in Isupov and Shishkin 2016, 2:676.
Dostoevsky would have recoiled in horror at the notion of a Russian writer embracing
Catholicism.
94 For full details of Ivanov’s multilingual publications and translations of his works in
emigration, see Davidson 2012.
95 On this point, see the introduction to Zarankin and Wachtel 2001, 503–4.
96 See Curtius 1933–4, 270–1. Curtius first used the phrase ‘amicitiae vinculum’ in his letter
to Ivanov of 5 February 1934; Ivanov expanded on this phrase in his reply of 12 February.
See their correspondence in Ivanov 1995, 62–3.
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97 See Pellegrini’s letter of 3 March 1934 and Ivanov’s reply of 19 April 1934, in Shishkin 2015,
154–5.
98 On Ivanov’s relation to the debate surrounding the national and transnational dimensions of
humanism, see Wang 2016.
99 Berberova 1927, 227, 230. In section 2, in the narrator’s dream, Adam says: ‘И если здесь я
средь других, – / Я не в изгнаньи, я в посланьи / И вовсе не было изгнанья, / Падений
не было моих!’ (227–8). In the closing lines of section 3, the narrator applies this idea to
herself: ‘Я не в изгнаньи – я в посланьи, / Легко мне жить среди людей. / И жизнь моя –
почти простая – / Двойная жизнь. И умирая / В каком-то городе большом, / Я возвращусь
в селенья рая, / В мой нерушимый, древний Дом, / К дверям которого порою, /
Я приникаю, может быть, / Какъ к ветке лист перед грозою – / Чтоб уцелеть, чтоб
пережить’ (230) (emphasis added). The same issue of Sovremennye zapiski included the
last section of Merezhkovsky’s second prophetic Egyptian novel Messiia and Nabokov’s
story ‘Uzhas’.
100 In a letter of 12 November 1926 to N. K. Berberova, Gippius (1978, 14) wrote: ‘Ваша поэма
меня интересует еще по одному поводу: у меня есть давно начатое и неоконченное
“письмо в Россию”, где главное вот это: “не изгнаны, а посланы” и вы даже не знаете,
м.б., какая тут реальность.’
101 Gippius is echoing the view of her co-author, the economist Kocharovsky. See Gippius
1930, 13. See also her comment on the relation of the Russian emigration to the Jewish
diaspora: ‘Напрасно сравнивать ее даже с “еврейским рассеянием”. Но одно есть у них
общее: “исход” евреев был исходом народа; русские, ушедшие из своей земли, тоже есть
народ.’ For a detailed discussion of her use of the concepts of exile and mission, see Solivetti
and Paolini 2003.
102 Slonim 2002, 115–6, 118–9, 125–6.
103 Khodasevich 1982, 214, 220.
104 Letter of 18 August 1933 to G. P. Struve, in G. Struve 1970, 398.
105 Khodasevich 1982, 212–3. Khodasevich also worked on anthologies of Hebrew verse and
of Bialik’s poetry. In his poem ‘Moisei’ (1909–15), he compared the poet to the ‘great
prophet’ Moses, condemned to remain in exile from the Promised Land (Khodasevich 1989,
237–8).
106 Brodsky 1988, 16, 20.
107 Berberova 1969, 351.
108 Ivanov, Letter of 28 March 1939 to B. K. Zaitsev, in Isupov and Shishkin 2016, 2:682.
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Part three
Evolutionary trajectories:
adaptation, ‘interbreeding’
and transcultural polyglossia
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‘Exile or diaspora? Russians or russophones? Hyphenated or post-colonial? This fascinating
volume gathers together top specialists to discuss the critical questions that have emerged in
Russian literary studies. It will prove to be foundational for the study of the new, de-centered
Russian literature of the twenty-first century.’ – J. Douglas Clayton, University of Ottawa
‘The consistently stimulating and erudite chapters enter into fruitful dialogue with contemporary
theories of diaspora and globalization, indicating both points of concurrence as well as ways
that the Russian experience diverges. An excellent and necessary book.’ – Edythe Haber,
Harvard University
‘Ranging across geographies and genres, a constellation of the world’s leading scholars of Russian
culture rethink the nature of the canon, challenge durable myths and archetypes, and upend
previously hierarchical relationships between supposed centres and peripheries.’
– Philip Ross Bullock, University of Oxford
Over the century that has passed since the start of the massive post-revolutionary exodus,
Russian literature has thrived in multiple locations around the globe. What happens to cultural
vocabularies, politics of identity, literary canon and language when writers transcend the
metropolitan boundaries and begin to negotiate new experience gained in the process of migration?
Redefining Russian Literary Diaspora, 1920-2020 sets a new agenda for the study of Russian
diaspora writing, countering its conventional reception as a subsidiary branch of national literature
and reorienting the field from an emphasis on the origins to an analysis of transnational circulations
that shape extraterritorial cultural practices. Integrating various conceptual perspectives, ranging
from diaspora and postcolonial studies to the theories of (self-)translation, World Literature and
evolutionary literary criticism, the contributors argue for a distinct nature of diasporic literary
expression predicated on hybridity, ambivalence and a sense of multiple belonging. As the
complementary case studies demonstrate, diaspora narratives consistently recode historical
memory, contest the mainstream discourses of Russianness, rewrite received cultural tropes and
explore topics that have remained marginal or taboo in the homeland. These discussions are
framed by a focused examination of diaspora as a methodological perspective and its relevance
for the modern human condition.
Maria Rubins is Professor of Russian and Comparative Literature at UCL. Her books include
Crossroad of Arts, Crossroad of Cultures (2000) and Russian Montparnasse (2015). She also
works as a translator and literary critic.
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